We derive a method for a common treatment of Z ′ exchange, QED corrections, and weak loops. It is based on the form factor approach to the description of weak loop corrections to partial Z widths and cross sections. Problems connected with Z,Z ′ mixing are discussed with special care. Our theoretical results are applied to the package ZFITTER. We demonstrate two different ways to the data analysis -one based on an extension of the standard model cross sections, the other on model-independent formulae together with the Z width calculations in presence of a Z ′ . With the resulting package ZEFIT⊕ZFITTER, LEP1 data from fermion pair production, including Bhabha scattering, can be analysed on, but also off the Z peak. Further, the code may be used at very high energies, e.g. in the region of a possible future linear e + e − -collider.
Introduction
Although the Standard Model [1] has been verified with a precision including one loop corrections, there is a general consensus that we are far away from a final understanding of the elementary particle world. A unification of forces seems to happen at much higher mass scales than are directly accessible by present accelerators. Candidates for a truly unifying theory usually predict additional gauge degrees of freedom, thus leading in a natural way to the existence of new, heavy neutral gauge bosons besides the photon and the Z boson of the standard theory (see e.g. [2] ).
Since γ, Z, Z ′ are neutral particles with vector and axial-vector couplings, a search for a Z ′ is complicated by the fact that there is no special final state signature. Below the production threshold, theoretical predictions consist of minor quantitative modifications of the neutral current cross sections. As a consequence, one needs very precise predictions for cross sections and asymmetries. Important reactions for a dedicated search are:
ep −→ (γ, Z, Z ′ ) −→ eX(γ).
In earlier studies, we investigated QED (i.e. pure photonic) corrections together with Z ′ exchange both in e + e − -annihilation into fermions [3] and in ep-scattering [4] . In the latter reaction, we applied also part of the material presented here (Z ′ effects in presence of weak loops without Z,Z ′ mixing).
In principle, Z ′ effects can be searched for by three different effects: • via virtual Z ′ exchange (at sufficient energy, also present without Z,Z ′ mixing) • via modification of the mass of the standard Z boson seen at LEP1 due to Z, Z ′ mixing • via modification of the couplings of the standard Z boson seen at LEP1 due to Z, Z ′ mixing; this in fact concerns two different, although related observables -the Z width [∼ peak height] and cross sections [∼ line shape].
For large enough Z ′ masses, the direct cross section contributions due to Z ′ exchange may be neglected at LEP1 energies completely. Then, one can concentrate on the consequences of the Z,Z ′ mixing. In fact, LEP1 is the ideal place to search for this phenomenon.
From existing measurements it is known that the mixing is very small if not vanishing; see e.g. [5] and references quoted therein. In such a situation, one has to study carefully the interplay of the weak standard theory loop effects with the Z ′ influence via particle mixing.
Often the LEP1 data are analysed after a model-independent interpretation of the line shape (and of asymmetries) in terms of e.g. partial widths (or effective couplings), confronting those as 'observed quantities' with theoretical expectations. Our approach will also allow to do so. In addition, we derived formulae which open the possibility of a direct interpretation of e.g. the line shape as function of the energy in terms of standard model parameters and, in parallel, of the Z, Z ′ mixing. (Not mentioning for a moment the direct Z ′ cross section part.) This is done in a specific way following the form factor notation of weak loop effects on which the Dubna/Zeuthen approach (and e.g. the code ZFITTER which has been supplemented here) so heavily relies.
We remind the reader that for each scattering process, there are four complex-valued form factors ρ, κ e , κ f , κ ef , which allow an exact description of the weak (non-photonic) contributions to the scattering process [6, 7] . For an exact description of Z,Z ′ mixing, one has to understand how these form factors become modified. Since the partial and total widths of the Z boson [8] contain similar form factors ρ Z , κ Z , a similar procedure has to be applied there, too.
We will also give a short comment on the relation of the formulae derived here to those used by other authors. This concerns the change of form factors by the Z,Z ′ mixing. Further, we define the weak mixing angle sin 2 θ W from the unmixed mass parameters also in presence of Z,Z ′ mixing. As a result, the calculation of the standard weak loop corrections remains unchanged, too. Many other authors prefer to redefine the weak mixing angle as being derived from the physical mass of the Z mass eigenstate [9] . This leads to the introduction of a ρ parameter in the definition of the weak mixing angle. The difference between the two procedures is essentially a different book keeping and does not influence the experimental determination of e.g. the t-quark mass or the Z,Z ′ mixing angle θ M . Although, a direct comparison of the form factors of the different approaches may be meaningless.
The present article contains a precise formulation of the common treatment of standard weak loops and of Z ′ effects together with their realisation in the code ZEFIT⊕ZFITTER. Since QED corrections are model-independent in the sense that they are well-defined if vector and axial vector couplings, mass and width of the Z ′ are known, the flexible, semi-analytic multi-purpose code ZFITTER [10] can be used after some modifications for the calculation of QED corrections. Thus, we do not discuss explicit formulae on QED corrections in presence of a Z ′ . In section 3, we comment on the Z width. It is shown how the weak form factors which renormalise the Fermi constant (ρ Z ) and the weak mixing angle (κ Z ) are influenced by a mixing of Z, Z ′ . In section 4, the same is done for the corresponding form factors of the differential cross sections ρ(s, Q 2 ) and κ e (s,
. Section 5 contains some explicit cross section formulae. In section 6, the structure of the package ZEFIT and its interplay with ZFITTER is described. It contains the above mentioned changes of form factors together with Born cross section parts containing Z ′ exchange [for applications at energies beyond the LEP1 region]. Further, in appendix A the explicit vector and axial vector couplings of the Z ′ in two important classes of extended gauge models, the E 6 based and left-right symmetric models, are determined as functions of one free parameter, θ E6 or α LR , respectively. Appendix B contains the output of a test program for the use of ZEFIT at LEP1 energies. At the end of this introduction to the subject we would like to stress that the code originally is intended for LEP1 physics, but may also be used at higher energy, e.g. for Z ′ searches at LEP 200 or LINAC 500. An application of this kind and a comprehensive list of references may be found in [11] .
Gauge Boson Mixing
The coupling constants are defined for the symmetry eigenstates Z, Z ′ . The Lagrangian
contains currents of the form
In the following, complications will arise from a mixing of Z,Z ′ since our renormalisation is performed on mass shell, i.e. for mass eigenstates Z 1 , Z 2 . In this chapter, we distinguish between these states:
In terms of these variables, the Born matrix element after mixing is:
Starting from this expression, it is evident how to take into account the weak loop corrections of the (unmixed) standard theory. The following replacements have to be performed:
The width of the 'physical Z' in presence of standard weak loops and mixing now is:
This is the expression for a partial width of the Z boson studied at LEP1 as they are used in the ZEFIT package for fits including the Z, Z ′ mixing.
One now can study the expressions which result in case of both small mixing and weak loop corrections:ā
A naive ansatz for the same effective coupling could be:
A direct comparison shows that one should not expect a more than tiny difference. For the resulting effective vector coupling, one gets similarly:
A naive ansatz could be here: 
Mixing
The Born matrix element for the scattering through the mass eigenstate Z 1 (being observed at LEP1) is:
where m 2 1 denotes the complex mass parameter including finite width effects 1 . The following short notation is used:
A similar ansatz may be written in the t-channel. The matrix element may be rewritten in terms of standard theory (unmixed) variables a e,f , sin 2 θ W :
where again we used that one can write
with the same definitions of x f , y f as in the case of the Z width.
Without mixing, the weak loop corrections influence the matrix element as follows:
For massless fermions, the four form factors ρ, κ e , κ f , κ ef are the most general ansatz for the weak radiative corrections. In Born approximation, ρ = κ = 1.
In case of Z, Z ′ mixing, the matrix element may be written in a similar form:
where it is:
The matrix element may be rewritten in terms of effective weak neutral vector and axial vector couplings:
(49) An equivalent notation is (with and without mixing):
Alternatively, one could define the axial vector couplings to be unchanged by the radiative corrections. Then, the Fermi constant absorbs the weak form factor ρ(s, cos ϑ) and becomes dependent on the process and its kinematics:
The other form factors renormalise the weak mixing angle sin
Finally, one should mention that the mixing of gauge bosons Z, Z ′ as discussed here could be mimicked by a mixing of standard fermions with exotic fermions [2] , [12] 2 with quite similar influence on (4,5).
In order to simplify a comparison of the present approach to that of other groups, we now give the explicit leading top quark mass m t dependence of the form factors and ∆r [7, 13, 14, 15] in case of mixing:
and ρ mix is defined in (9) . Further 3 ,
Here, α s is the strong interaction coupling constant, and ∆r rem contains the O(α) corrections to ∆r without the contribution T . The ∆α contains the fermionic one-loop insertions to α. For the cross section form factors, analogue formulae hold:
For the partial Z widths,
The cross section form factors and those of the partial Z widths differ by their remnant parts and, in case of the ρ, by their mixing factors. At very high energy, the remnant parts of form factors become substantial and both the approximate flavor independance, the similarity of width and cross section form factors, and the factorization property of κ ef are lost.
We remind the reader here that it was not our intention to discuss the various weak mixing angle definitions which allow an aproximate short hand notation for partial Z widths and cross sections. We introduced the weak corrections such that they are exact to weak one loop order after introduction of the form factors. A good approximation to the so-called effective weak mixing angle which often is used for a description of LEP1 data is sin
where one can take any one of the (real part of) form factors κ f , calculated at s = M 2 Z , cos ϑ = 0 or the corresponding form factor from a partial width, e.g. Γ e . For some details see [6] and for a comparative discussion [16] .
At the end of this section, we should mention that all the above derivations are valid for Bhabha scattering (2) , too. This is due to the fact that the discussion has been based on the matrix elements M before building cross sections out of them.
Improved Born Approximation in Presence of Gauge Boson Mixing
The matrix element M Z ′ with Z ′ exchange is in case of mixing:
whereā f (2),v f (2) are the renormalized vector and axial vector couplings of the Z 2 .
As long as we search for a Z ′ well below the production threshold, we can safely neglect here all radiative corrections to this amplitude,
In sum, our discussion leads to the following net matrix element, where we also add up the photon exchange diagram with running QED coupling:
Let us now have a look at the squared matrix elements. In case of massless fermion production, four different combinations of coupling constants may occur in reactions (1,3) from the interference of the vector bosons m and n:
The starred couplings of vector boson n and the corresponding propagators are complex conjugated; a procedure which is necessary only in the s-channel. Now we have all formulae needed to write down the improved Born cross section. For initial state radiation, they read 4 :
4 While for final state radiation the s ′ is replaced by s, the s-dependence is more complicated for the initial-final state interference [10, 17] . We further remind the reader that ZFITTER doesn't return differential cross sections at all; (76) is shown for illustrational purposes. 
The quantities L 1 , L 2 , H 1 and H 2 are combinations of the polarizations of the beams (e − , e + ) and of the helicities of the final fermions:
with λ − and λ + (h − and h + ) being the polarizations of electron and positron (fermion and antifermion). The masses in the propagator χ n (s) are:
In case of a (Z,Z) Born cross section with a polarization of the electron beam, the following combinations correspond to the well-known coupling factors:
With the above definitions, we have all the necessary prerogatives to calculate cross sections with both weak loop effects and Z ′ exchange. The resulting Born formulae can be used as input for a QED calculation. 
Structure of ZEFIT
The package ZEFIT should be run together with ZFITTER. For execution it has to be loaded before the package ZFITTER since it contains subroutines which originate from ZFITTER but are modified for the description of the Z ′ . Searching for a Z ′ , we assume that the Z boson interactions are correctly described by the Standard Model. Then there are two ways to use the package. Either one performs a modelindependent fit to data with ZFITTER and searches with the result -partial widths or effective couplings -for a Z ′ , using basically the ZWRATE or ROKANC subroutines of DIZET 5 , or one tries an immediate fit to the cross sections, using basically subroutine ZCUT calling EWINIT of ZFITTER 6 . The common package ZEFIT⊕ZFITTER is prepared for both applications. The second approach, within the (possibly extended) Standard Model terminology, is technically more involved. So, we will use for the present purpose of demonstration only the corresponding interface and branch with subroutine ZANALY of ZFITTER v.3.05.
Input arguments:
AMZ is the mass of the Z boson,
AMH is the mass of the Higgs boson in GeV,
AMT is the top mass in GeV, As examples, we have foreseen a Z ′ coming from an E 6 -GUT and from a left-right symmetric model. The model chosen must be specified by the flag IZE. The Standard Model is realised for IZE = 0, the E 6 model is chosen with IZE = 1 and the LR model with IZE = 2. Inside the E 6 model the parameter TETAE6 must be set as the mixing angle of the two extra Z generators. For the left-right symmetric model the parameter ANGLR has to be defined. ANGLR is limited, i.e. Additionally to these flags of ZFITTER, we introduced IALFRUN = 0,1; which allows an independent switching off and on of running α QED .
Output parameters:
SBORN -Born cross section in nb.
STOT -total cross section in nb.
ABORN -Born forward-backward asymmetry.
ATOT -forward-backward asymmetry.
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Appendix A Additional parameters in theories with extra Z bosons
The couplings of Z 1 and Z 2 to fermions are in general a result of a mixing between the Standard Model Z and the Z ′ as introduced in (6):
The couplings of the extra Z boson to fermions a ′ f and v ′ f depend on the particular model. In ZEFIT we have implemented extra Z bosons coming from an E 6 GUT or from a left-right model.
In the E 6 GUT the E 6 group [18] is assumed to be broken to the standard model group structure in the following way [19] :
We further assume that the following linear combination of the two extra Z bosons Z χ of U(1) χ and Z ψ of U(1) ψ is light and can be detected at future colliders [20] :
The couplings between the Z ′ and fermion f are [21] :
The Z ′ coupling constant g ′ may be determined by the assumption that the renormalisation group evolution of g ′ is the same as that of g [22] ,
Of particular interest for applications is the completely specified case Z ′ ≡ Z η = 3/8 Z χ − 5/8 Z ψ as suggested by superstring theories [23, 24] . The most general Z ′ in a E 6 GUT can therefore be described by three additional parameters: θ M =ZMIX, θ E =TETAE6 and M(Z 2 ) =AMZE. Another origin of a Z ′ could be a left-right symmetric model [25] . As in the E 6 case, we have θ M =ZMIX and M(Z 2 ) =AMZE and one additional parameter α =ANGLR. In this model we have the following couplings of the Z ′ to the fermions:
The relation between g and g ′ is:
Concerning the width of the Z ′ , we will assume that it can decay only into particles of the known three fermion generations including the top-quark.
Of course, one also can make no model assumptions about the Z ′ at all. Then, one has to specify arbitrarily all needed couplings of the Z ′ to fermions and the width of the Z ′ . In addition, the Z, Z ′ mixing angle and the Z ′ mass have to be given. 
